KOFEI

(KOPE)
Het verslag van 1937 van de vroegere Resident Van Eechoud maakt gewag van de aanwezigheid van de Kope- of Damtestam in de strek ten zuiden van de Goenoeng Kamoesoepedai (Grote Kerkberg).
- van Eek 1954 Ts:14.

(Kofei)
ten Zuiden van Sauri en Nadufuai.

(KOFEI)
? [speakers]
Comments: The approximate location is given by Galis (1955); further data are not available. The language probably is a member of the East Geelvink Bay Family ..., and could be a dialect of Baropasi ...
- Voorhoeve 1975f:59.

Kofei
LOC: East side of Geelvink Bay just inland from Sauri
- Silzer & Heikkinen 1984:100.

100
LOC: In one village east side of Cenderawasih Bay just inland from Saurio

Kofei: 100 speakers reported in 1987, on the east side of Cenderawasih Bay. There may be more living in the interior.

East side of Geelvink Bay, recently moved to Sauri-Sirami village. There may be more living semi-nomadically in the interior. ...

KOFEI ... 100 approximately (1987 SIL). East side of Geelvink Bay, recently moved to Sauri-Sirami village. There may be more living semi-nomadically in the interior. ...
- Grimes 1996.

KOFEI ... 100 approximately (1987 SIL). East side of Geelvink Bay, recently moved to Sauri-Sirami village. There may be more living semi-nomadically in the interior. Linguistic affiliation: Geelvink Bay, East Geelvink Bay.

* * *
KOFEI -- ? d of BAROPASI
KOFEI
KOFEI
KOFEI
KOPE = DAMTE
DAMTE
Kofei -- KOFEI
Sauri-Sirami -- KOFEI
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